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I am very particular about talking basically around the Uni5 concept of 5. We talk any idea,
object around 5. In Singapore and Sabarimala I spoke around this 5. First is body, next is mind
and third is intellect. The first 3 fingers represent that. Regarding mind I am much stressing
about family setup. Intellectual need is specifically a good job based education. We all strive to
achieve only these three needs.
We need to understand that prayers without energy level is waste. This basic energy is Sakthi
and we must generate that. What is the way.
In our school we must focus the concept of energy generation which is India’s greatest truth for
life.
Our Indian mathematical pattern based concepts have gone to west and seeded for various
creations.
What is the proof for this energy concept of India?
Most of the traditional Indian educational centers just give a religious training along with
modified western education.
Please try to teach the concept of 0 and further numerical values which can give the patterns of
counting till infinity which is our discovery.
So in any concept try to present the basic pattern around that concept, so that the child will be
able to construct further intellectual aspects.
Pattern based education makes everything easy for understanding and abstraction.
I am very happy that in our centers from 0 concept. This is the real Barathian pattern of learning.
Science and mathematics has been combined in Indian sasthra education.
What is 0 concept in each discipline of education?
Mathematics is the technique for valuing energy-Sakthi.
Translation of panchabhoothas to each aspect of life. Are they really elements?
These 2 concepts has to be understood by each Uni5 staff to develop the system further.
Every activity has its own pattern of study.
Give that to the child , the child will construct the whole structure.
When we understand the Uni5 system, self- ego will never sprout.
5 needs of a child are very essential and we are spreading to the parents.
Please initiate more physical hands based activities.
Take to the next level – behavior
Then comes the intelligence development.
Development of language is most important for human development.









Human harmony is based on mutual good understanding and transferring of thoughts. So
modern children need good language skills, which is not mastery of language but mastery of
mind.
I insist to implement more proverbs and riddles in your day to day communication with our
center children.
We need to balance between visual and verbal communications which is a great challenge
today.
Ms.Rajalaxmi narrated and shared a spiritual story in this meeting which gave the mission of
whole life.
Allow for more playful but meaningful game based experiments.

Teachers’ interaction:
‘’I am happy with Uni5 system because we as adults must first experience the concepts.’’ – Ms.Rajalaxmi
‘’The adult just have the real confidence about the concept. I must see every concept must reflect maths
and science, it must not be fancy’’ – Ms.Sumathy
Uni5 parents
‘’From 6 months she is here. She is very particular about knowing differences in texture. She is much
particular about outer order. She has more understanding with all children and adults. SHE
CONSTRUCTS HERSELF. ‘’ – Ms.Ramya
After water concept presentation Dr.Pradheep talks;
I just salute you for making this great show. You have shown the ‘’tell and show’’ system of learning in
our center which is the latest need for modern children. You have linked the water concept with day to
day life actions. I am happy to visual the black and white contrast for actions and effects.
Energy concept in each aspect is seen. Science, mythology, history, anthropology , 5d effect of
presentation can be seen. Five senses are involved in this presentation. I feel it is Barathian education.

